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Trends
Research in experimental psycho-
pathology [492_TD$DIFF]has led to the development
of ABM training as a potential compu-
ter-delivered treatment for anxiety
disorders.

Conventional ABM threat-avoidance
training encourages anxious indivi-
duals to orient attention away from
threat, but has variable effects on anxi-
ety and threat-related ABs.

Differing explanations for mixed out-
comes of ABM training, and theoretical
controversy about the causes of anxi-
ety and ABs, encourage the develop-
ment of alternative novel ABM training
methods.

Development of effective attention-
based treatments for anxiety would
be advanced by better theoretical
understanding of the cognitive pro-
cesses underlying anxiety and ABs,
and by using more refined and com-
prehensive assessments of threat-
related attention and associated cog-
nitive and neural functioning.
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Research in experimental psychopathology and cognitive theories of anxiety
highlight threat-related attention biases (ABs) [490_TD$DIFF]and underpin the development of
a computer-delivered treatment for anxiety disorders: attention-bias modifica-
tion (ABM) training. Variable effects of ABM training on anxiety and ABs
generate conflicting research recommendations, novel ABM training proce-
dures, and theoretical controversy. This article summarises an updated cogni-
tive-motivational framework, integrating proposals from cognitive models of
anxiety and attention, as well as evidence of ABs. Interactions between moti-
vational salience-driven and goal-directed influences on multiple cognitive
processes (e.g., stimulus evaluation, inhibition, switching, orienting) underlie
anxiety and the variable manifestations of ABs (orienting towards and away
from threat; threat-distractor interference). This theoretical analysis also con-
siders ABM training as cognitive skill training, describes a conceptual frame-
work for evaluating/developing novel ABM training procedures, and
complements network-based research on reciprocal anxiety–cognition
relationships.

Search for Cognitive Mechanisms in Anxiety and New Treatments
Anxiety disorders are common mental-health problems that are burdensome for sufferers and
health services [1]. Treatments include medication and cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT);
however, many anxiety sufferers fail to respond, or relapse [1,2]. Consequently, there is need for
additional treatment options which are effective, low-cost, and easily delivered. One potential
computer-delivered treatment is [493_TD$DIFF]attention-bias modification (ABM) training. ABM training arose
from research in experimental psychopathology (see Glossary), and draws on theory and
methods in experimental cognitive psychology to examine [494_TD$DIFF]and modify attention processes in
anxiety. The original version, ABM threat-avoidance training, is based on assumptions that
anxious individuals have an enduring automatic tendency to attend preferentially to threat
information [3], and reduction of this attention bias (AB) should reduce anxiety [4,5].

However, there is dispute about the clinical effectiveness of ABM training and the cognitive
processes underlying anxiety and threat-related ABs. The purpose of this article is several-fold:
to provide a brief overview of these issues, which builds on and extends our previous reviews
[6,7]; to describe an updated cognitive-motivational model of anxiety and threat-related
attention; to view ABM training as cognitive skill training; to apply the distinction between
processes and procedures [8] to this updated perspective; to describe a conceptual framework
for evaluating and developing novel ABM training procedures; and to encourage network-
based research evaluating reciprocal anxiety–cognition relationships.
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Glossary
Alerting: a noradrenaline-based
attention system which produces
and maintains a state of readiness to
respond to incoming stimuli. Alerting
is distinct from other key attention
functions (attention control,
orienting).
Attention bias (AB): the preferential
tendency to allocate attention
towards (or away from) stimuli which
are motivationally/emotionally salient
for the individual. It occurs in various
psychopathologies; for example, ABs
to threat cues in anxiety, negative
information in depression, food cues
in overeating, drug cues in addiction.
Attention control: ability to
effortfully control attention to support
tasks and goals. Component
processes include goal-directed
Turning Point in ABM Training Research
The most widely used method, ABM threat-avoidance training, typically employs a modified
visual probe task to train anxious individuals to direct attention away from threat [4]. Each trial
presents a threat and nonthreat cue simultaneously in different locations of a computer screen,
immediately followed by a probe (e.g., a dot) which replaces one of the cues (Figure 1).
Participants respond as quickly as possible to the probe. In ABM threat-avoidance training,
probes are unlikely to appear in locations just vacated by threat cues. Hence, training (many
hundreds of trials) encourages orienting of attention away from the location of threat.

Since its introduction about 15 years ago, over 30 studies have evaluated the effects of ABM
threat-avoidance training on anxiety symptoms and AB in high-anxiety individuals. Despite
initial promising results, many studies report disappointing outcomes [6–16]. ABM threat-
avoidance training is often no more effective in reducing anxiety than [495_TD$DIFF]control attention training
(e.g., a visual probe task in which probes are equally likely to replace threat and nonthreat cues)
which combines attention task practice and threat-cue exposure, but does not encourage
threat-avoidant orienting. Recent reviews and meta-analyses conclude that conventional ABM
threat-avoidance training has inconsistent effects on anxiety and AB [6–16], and is therefore
inhibitory attention control (also
known as inhibition), flexible
switching, and controlled attention-
orienting, which also contribute to
the broader construct of cognitive
control.
Cognitive control: involves multiple
processes supporting goal-directed
thought and action (also known as
executive control). It includes
attention control functions (goal-
directed inhibitory attention control,
flexible switching, controlled
orienting), as well as reason-based
evaluation/appraisal, and updating
and maintaining information in
working memory.
Emotional Stroop task: a widely
used AB index of threat-distractor
interference. Participants name the
colours of emotional and neutral
words printed in different colours,
while ignoring their meaning. Threat-
distractor interference is indexed by
slower colour-naming of threat than
nonthreat words.
Evaluation: of the significance and
meaning of stimuli. It can take place
automatically, as in rapid automatic
evaluation of motivational-salience of
stimuli, or reflectively and
deliberatively, as in more elaborate
reason-based appraisal of stimulus
meaning and goal relevance.
Experimental psychopathology:
uses objective laboratory-based
methods to investigate mechanisms
causing and maintaining
psychological disorders. It draws on
multiple disciplines including
experimental psychology,

Figure 1. Illustration of Visual Probe and Visual Search Tasks Used in Attention-Bias Modification (ABM)
Training. (Left panel) Example of a trial on the visual probe task used in conventional ABM threat-avoidance training.
Following a central fixation cross, a threat and nonthreat cue (e.g., angry–neutral face-pair, illustrated; or threat–nonthreat
word-pair) appear together, typically for 500 ms, for example, [4,80,81,83–87]. Threat cue location varies randomly across
trials. A probe then appears in the location of either cue. Participants are instructed to respond to the probe by pressing a
response button as quickly as possible. Probesmay be dots (illustrated; ‘dot probe task’), letters, or arrows. In ABM threat-
avoidance training, probes rarely appear in the location of threat cues to encourage participants to orient away from threat.
In control attention training (a comparison condition commonly used in ABM threat-avoidance training studies), and in the
assessment version of the visual probe task (used to measure attention bias, AB), the probe is equally likely to replace
threat or nonthreat cues. In the assessment version, AB is inferred from probe response times: faster responses to probes
replacing threat than nonthreat cues indicate AB in orienting towards threat, whereas slower responses to probes
replacing threat than nonthreat cues indicate threat-avoidant AB. (Right panel) Example of a picture array in enhanced
positive search training [75,76]. Each array (9 or 16 pictures) contains one or two nonthreat pictures (targets) embedded
among negative and threat-related pictures (distractors). Nonthreat targets include positive pictures (e.g., children playing)
and neutral/calm pictures (e.g., person reading book; illustrated). Participants are told to ‘look for good’, ‘look for calm’, or
both, and respond by mouse-clicking on the corresponding pictures. The location and content of nonthreat target and
threat-distractor cues vary randomly across trials (>350 different pictures). For copyright considerations, pictures are
illustrative.
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psychopharmacology, and cognitive
neuroscience.
Inhibition: can be goal-directed or
stimulus/salience-driven. Goal-
directed inhibitory control refers to
inhibition of processing task-irrelevant
stimuli, and suppression of dominant
responses, to support goal-relevant
activity. Salience-driven inhibition
refers to automatic interruption of
ongoing cognitive/psychomotor
activity, reflexively triggered by salient
stimuli such as threat cues.
Network: comprises multiple
interconnected components (nodes).
Networks can interact and overlap
with each other. They can represent
cognitive, neural, or symptom
variables.
Orienting: directing the focus of
spatial attention, such as shifting
between stimuli in different locations
and maintaining focus on selected
locations. Orienting can be
automatically triggered by salient
stimuli (salience-driven), or controlled
(goal-directed).
Salience: stimulus salience varies
along various dimensions including
aversive (threat-related) and
appetitive (reward-related)
motivational salience, and perceptual
salience (e.g., brightness, contrast).
Motivational salience is influenced by
stimulus content, individual
differences, and situational variables
(e.g., learning history, current
motivational state, context).
Switching: can be goal-directed or
stimulus/salience-driven. Goal-
directed switching (also known as
set-shifting) refers to flexible
switching/shifting of attention
priorities between tasks, mental sets,
and goals (N.B., set-shifting is
distinct from shifts in spatial
attention-orienting). Automatic
switching from goal-directed to
salience-driven attention priorities
can be reflexively triggered by salient
stimuli.
Visual probe task: widely used to
assess AB in attention-orienting
towards or away from threat
(Figure 1).
Working memory: a short-term
memory buffer in which internal
representations of goals and stimuli
are maintained (e.g., by verbal
rehearsal) and manipulated (e.g., by
reasoning) to support goal-directed
unsuitable as a treatment for anxiety. Other ABM training methods (considered later) may be
more effective, but outcome data are preliminary.

Hence, ABM training research is at a turning point, with diverse recommendations: (i) research
into ABM training as a treatment for anxiety should be abandoned [9]. (ii) ABM training
procedures should be improved to be more effective in training threat-avoidant attention-
orienting [5,8,17]. (iii) The theoretical premise of ABM training should be reconsidered, and ABM
training methods revised to target multiple processes underlying anxiety and ABs [496_TD$DIFF][6,7,18,19].
This article considers evidence-based cognitive perspectives of anxiety, threat-related atten-
tion, and cognitive skill training which may guide future research.

Why Does Conventional ABM Training Have Unreliable Anxiety-Reducing
Effects?
To improve the efficacy of ABM training, it is helpful to consider why conventional ABM threat-
avoidance training does not consistently reduce anxiety as expected. An important distinction
is between target processes and training procedures [8].

Poor outcomes may be explained by deficient training procedures: if ABM threat-avoidance
training fails to modify its target process (i.e., reduce pre-existing AB in orienting towards
threat), this could explain its failure to reduce anxiety [5,8,16,17]. For example, ABM threat-
avoidance training is less effective when delivered at home than in laboratory/clinic settings,
possibly because greater distractions at home impair learning [8,13]. ABM threat-avoidance
training is also repetitious and boring, which may reduce treatment compliance [20,21]. The
implication would be to improve ABM threat-avoidance training procedures, for example by
reducing distraction and by making training more engaging [8,20,21].

Another explanation for poor outcomes concerns the target process: if AB in orienting towards
threat does not play a strong causal role in anxiety, this may explain the inconsistent effects of
ABM threat-avoidance training [6,11,12,18]. Other cognitive processes may underpin both
anxiety and ABs to threat. If so, training procedures should be modified to target them.

Cognitive Processes Underlying Anxiety, Threat-Related ABs, and ABM
Training
Numerous cognitive models of anxiety and threat-related ABs have emerged in the past 30
years (e.g., [3,6,22–32]; reviewed in [6]). We focus here on two perspectives with differing
implications for ABM training: one perspective proposes that anxiety is caused by automatic AB
towards threat, which can be targeted by conventional ABM threat-avoidance training; the
other proposes that anxiety and ABs are caused by multiple cognitive processes, which can be
targeted more effectively by multicomponent ABM training procedures.

AB Towards Threat as a Key Process Causing Anxiety
According to early cognitive views of anxiety, high-anxiety individuals have an enduring AB
towards threat, whereas low-anxiety individuals are threat-avoidant [3]. AB towards threat is
conceptualised as a stable trait-like characteristic which plays a causal role in anxiety; hence,
interventions that reduce AB to threat should reduce anxiety [5,33]. Empirical research
indicates that anxiety-related AB towards threat [497_TD$DIFF]can operate automatically, outside awareness
[6,25,34,35]. Thus, conventional ABM threat-avoidance training uses implicit training proce-
dures (i.e., training without awareness of what is being taught) and relies on repeated practice
cognitive activity and behaviour.
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on hundreds of trials to reduce automatic attention-orienting to threat (participants are typically
not informed that the training goal is to induce threat avoidance) [5,33].

Cognitive-Motivational Framework of Processes Underlying Anxiety and ABs
Empirical evidence increasingly indicates that anxious individuals do not consistently exhibit AB
towards threat, and sometimes show no AB or threat avoidance [6,12,18,25,31,36–39]. This
may be explained by cognitive models of anxiety which propose that anxiety and ABs depend
on multiple processes, including automatic salience-driven (also known as bottom-up, stimu-
lus-driven) and goal-directed cognitive control (also known as top-down, executive control)
processes [6,23–32]. These models have common themes which overlap with theories of
attention and cognitive control [40–46]. These have been integrated within a cognitive-moti-
vational framework, building on prior models of anxiety and attention, as well as on experi-
mental evidence of anxiety-related ABs [6]. Accordingly, anxiety and threat-related ABs emerge
from interactive salience-driven and goal-directed influences on multiple processes (Figure 2,
Key Figure). The framework is updated here to highlight evaluation, inhibition, switching,
and orienting functions within both salience-driven and goal-directed modes of processing,
and distinguishes between salience-driven versus goal-directed switching.

Multiple cognitive functions support automatic salience evaluation/detection, which facilitates
the rapid identification and response to threat cues in the environment (salience refers here to
aversive-motivational salience). These include automatic salience evaluation, [498_TD$DIFF]inhibition/inter-
ruption of ongoing activity [499_TD$DIFF], alerting, salience-driven switching, and reflexive orienting
[40,43,47,48]. Salience evaluation is a core process that not only automatically evaluates
the motivational importance of stimuli (threat value) but also modulates other processes to
prioritise salient stimuli, for example by automatically triggering (i) inhibition/interruption of
ongoing cognitive and psychomotor activity (also known as cognitive and behavioural freezing);
(ii) alerting, which facilitates readiness to respond to incoming stimuli (e.g., in preparation for
active defensive responses to threat); (iii) switching of priorities and resources of the cognitive
system to salience-driven processing; (iv) orienting of spatial attention towards salient cues;
and (v) enhancement of perceptual analyses of salient stimuli [500_TD$DIFF][40,43,47–50]. Anxiety may result
from threat-hypersensitivity of the salience evaluation mechanism; in other words high-anxiety
individuals evaluate mild threat cues as having high aversive-motivational salience (i.e., over-
estimate threat value), which contributes to subjective experience of danger (fear and anxiety),
and abnormal attention responses to threat (described later). In addition, over-reactive threat
salience-driven switching may cause excessive threat-prioritisation in cognitive system func-
tioning (attention, working memory), and resultant anxiety [48].

Goal-directed cognitive control regulates thought and action according to current goals. It
involves multiple processes, including goal-directed inhibitory control (also known as inhibition),
flexible switching between tasks/goals, maintaining and updating goal-relevant information in
working memory, reason-based evaluation/appraisal, and controlled orienting
[26,40,42,45,46,51,52]. Goal-directed inhibitory control is a core function underlying
[501_TD$DIFF]attention control, and cognitive control processes generally [45], which operate in a coordi-
nated manner to support goals [41,51]. Goal-directed inhibitory control is also important in
emotion regulation by downregulating the reactivity of the automatic salience evaluation
mechanism to threat cues [46].

Thus, multiple cognitive functions, organised as coordinated systems or networks, underpin
salience-driven and goal-directed processing. Imbalance between these systems underlies
emotion dysregulation, excessive anxiety, and threat-related ABs.
4 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy
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Key Figure

Cognitive-Motivational Framework of Processes Underlying Anxiety
and Threat-Related Attention Biases (ABs)

Figure 2.

(Figure legend continued on the bottom of the next page.)

Multiple cognitive processes function in a coordinated manner to support automatic salience evaluation/
detection and goal-directed cognitive control (left and right sides of the Figure, respectively). Imbalance between threat
salience-driven and goal-directed modes of processing underlies anxiety symptoms (e.g., subjective experience of
danger, threat-related thoughts) and variable behavioural manifestations of anxiety-related ABs (initial orienting to threat,
attention maintenance on threat, orienting away from threat, threat-distractor interference). In high-anxiety individuals, the
automatic salience-evaluation mechanism is proposed to be over-reactive to threat cues and, when activated, influences
other processes (e.g., inhibition, switching, orienting, alerting, perceptual analyses) to facilitate rapid identification and
responding to threat. [473_TD$DIFF]Over-reactivity of automatic threat salience evaluation, salience-driven switching, and orienting
functions may each contribute to anxiety symptoms and ABs. In addition, goal-directed cognitive control functions may be
ineffective or maladaptive in anxious individuals in regulating threat salience-driven processing, further contributing to and
modifying threat-related ABs. The framework provides a rationale for interventions that encourage coordinated use of
multiple goal-directed cognitive control functions (of which goal-directed inhibitory attention control is a key component) to
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Salience-Driven and Goal-Directed Influences on ABs
Threat-related AB is often considered to be a unitary construct or process [5,12] which
characterises anxious individuals. However, it is helpful to distinguish between differing AB
indices and their underlying processes [25]. Empirical research indicates several manifestations
of anxiety-related ABs, which are commonly uncorrelated [6,18,25,53]. ABs in attention-
orienting are observed on spatial attention tasks (e.g., visual probe and eye-tracking tasks),
and include initial orienting towards threat, maintaining attention on threat (also known as
delayed disengagement), and orienting away from threat [6,25,29,53,54]. Another AB index is
threat-distractor interference, reflecting impairment in task performance by task-irrelevant
threat cues (e.g., slower colour-naming of threat than nonthreat words on the emotional
Stroop task, which does not involve spatial orienting [55]). Meta-analytic findings indicate
small-to-medium effect sizes of threat-related ABs in anxious individuals on visual probe and
emotional Stroop tasks (d = 0.37–0.49 [28]). This may be explained not only by methodological
problems in inferring ABs from response-time data but also by variation in ABs among anxious
individuals, reflecting differing processes [11,19,25,36,56–58].

AB in threat-distractor interference (e.g., [502_TD$DIFF]on the emotional Stroop task) reflects conflict between
threat salience-driven and goal-directed processes [26,30,31,55,59]. Threat hypersensitivity of
automatic salience evaluation and switching in anxiety may trigger inhibition/interruption of
task-related activity, as well as switching of attention priorities from goal-directed processing to
threat salience-driven processing (Figure 2), which impairs task performance; in addition,
anxious individuals may vary in their capacity to inhibit salience-driven influences and maintain
task-focused attention goals [26,27,30,31].

ABs in attention-orienting (e.g., on a visual probe task) may also reflect both salience-driven and
goal-directed processes. These include reflexive orienting to stimuli triggered by automatic
evaluation of aversive-motivational salience (i.e., motivational salience-driven) [503_TD$DIFF][29,34,35]. Anx-
ious individuals may also strategically maintain spatial attention on threat cues to facilitate
elaborate stimulus-appraisal and appropriate action (i.e., threat-monitoring goal) [504_TD$DIFF][25,54].
However, they may sometimes instead suppress AB to threat by effortfully focusing attention
on task-relevant information (i.e., task-focused goal), particularly if they have good inhibitory
attention control [27,60]. Further, some anxious individuals may strategically direct attention
away from threat (avoidance) to reduce subjective distress (i.e., emotion-regulation/distress-
reduction goal), particularly if they have high fear/trauma symptoms [25,29,36,37,39,53]. In
sum, anxiety-related ABs likely reflect the current motivational/goal state of the individual (e.g.,
to detect, monitor, and/or avoid threat), that is in turn influenced by individual differences (e.g.,
anxiety/fear/trauma, attention control) and situational variables (e.g., threat duration/severity)
([6] for evidence). Hence, anxiety-related ABs vary between threat vigilance and avoidance
[505_TD$DIFF][6,19,25,29,36].

Relationships [506_TD$DIFF]between Anxiety, ABs, and Underlying Processes
AB in attention-orienting towards threat may not play a primary causal role in anxiety because
anxious individuals sometimes exhibit threat avoidance or no AB [6,11,12,19,36–39]. Instead,
oppose automatic threat salience-driven influences on information processing, and support adaptive goal-directed
attention; for example by explicitly prioritising processing of nonthreat information, such as positive/calm/neutral/task-
relevant stimuli, over minor threat cues. Figure modified [474_TD$DIFF]from Figure 4 of Mogg and Bradley 2016 [6] to highlight salience-
driven and goal-directed influences on stimulus evaluation, inhibition, switching, and orienting functions. Each of these
functions is now represented in both salience-driven and goal-directed modes of processing. Cognitive processes are
closely interlinked (to simplify the figure, connections are not shown).
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relationships between ABs and anxiety are probably reciprocal rather than being causally
unidirectional [12]. Anxiety is commonly characterised by subjective experience of danger and
fear, anxious thoughts, and physiological arousal. High anxiety may not only intensify threat
salience evaluation (resulting in overestimation of stimulus threat value), but also impair goal-
directed inhibitory attention control [26,52], both enhancing threat salience-driven ABs.

Conversely, ABs may influence anxiety [5,12,25,29,31,53,54]: automatic orienting to threat
may increase detection of threat cues in the environment and awareness of potential danger,
thereby enhancing anxious mood. Attention maintenance on threat and poor threat-distractor
inhibition may exacerbate anxiety-related thoughts and worries. Threat-avoidant orienting may
reduce immediate distress, but be maladaptive in the long term by impairing reason-based
appraisal of feared stimuli, thereby impeding habituation and fear reduction.

Accordingly, anxiety and variable AB manifestations emerge from interacting cognitive-moti-
vational influences on information processing, including threat-hypersensitive automatic
salience evaluation, salience-driven switching and orienting, and inadequate/maladaptive
goal-directed cognitive control. Reciprocal interrelationships between anxiety, ABs, and their
underlying processes may maintain anxiety and be usefully modified by attention training
procedures.

ABM Training as Cognitive Skill Training
ABM training may be viewed as cognitive skill training, whereby anxious individuals learn
adaptive attention responses to minor threat cues (which are not objective dangers) to be
applied in daily life. Research in cognitive skill training highlights the contributions of both explicit
and implicit learning (i.e., learning with and without awareness/intention) [61,62], and identifies
multiple training procedures which facilitate acquisition, retention, and transfer of cognitive
skills. These include (i) explicit goal-setting, which helps individuals to direct attention to relevant
stimuli and recruit effort to attain training goals; (ii) content-relevance of training, in other words a
clear relationship between the content of the training task and everyday situations, which
facilitates transfer; (iii) feedback, which helps individuals to regulate responses according to
training goals; (iv) variation of training to reduce boredom and increase engagement (e.g., by
varying stimuli and task demands, increasing task difficulty during training sessions); and (v)
practice, which promotes automatisation [63–65].

Conventional ABM threat-avoidance training lacks most of these features because it relies
primarily on repeated practice to reduce AB to threat, which is consistent with a widely held
view of ABM training as an implicit training method of directly modifying automatic AB
[16,33,66]. Thus, conceptualizing ABM training as cognitive skill training offers a different
perspective[507_TD$DIFF]. This predicts that learning to prioritise attention to goal-relevant nonthreat infor-
mation, as well as to improve control over processing of irrelevant threat information, is
facilitated by multiple procedures including explicit goal-directed training.

Implications for ABM Training Procedures
Distinguishing between target processes and training procedures [8] can guide the develop-
ment of ABM training (Table 1). In conventional ABM threat-avoidance training, the target
process is automatic orienting towards threat, and the training procedure is to repeatedly orient
attention away from threat.
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy 7
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Table 1. Target Processes and Training Procedures Used in ABM [475_TD$DIFF]Training Methods

Target processes Training procedures (examples)

Salience
evaluation/ [476_TD$DIFF]detection

Automatic threat salience evaluation;
[477_TD$DIFF]including sensitivity to threat cues,
and influence on other processes such
as inhibition, switching, orienting

Exposure to threat cues

Combination of multiple [478_TD$DIFF]procedures to
oppose automatic salience-driven influences
on processing by promoting goal-directed
cognitive control (see below) during threat
cue exposure

[479_TD$DIFF]Automatic orienting to threat Repeated orienting of attention away
from location of threat cues

Goal-directed
cognitive control

[480_TD$DIFF]Coordinated recruitment of goal-directed
cognitive control processes (to oppose
salience-driven influences)

Explicit goal-setting; for example, specify
goals of learning attention skills for
prioritising nonthreat information
(i.e., adaptive goal-directed ABs
favouring positive/calm/neutral/task-relevant
stimuli) and disregarding minor threats in
everyday situations

Inhibitory control of threat distractors Selectively attending and responding to
nonthreat target cues, which are
simultaneously presented with
threat distractors

Goal-directed orienting Controlled orienting of attention towards
nonthreat target cues [481_TD$DIFF], which are relevant
to everyday goals/situations

Maintenance of goals in working memory Goal-rehearsal; for example, verbalising
adaptive attention goals such as ‘look
for calm’

Goal-directed switching Flexible shifting between adaptive
attention goals [482_TD$DIFF], for example, look for
positive or neutral information, or both
simultaneously

Reason-based evaluation/appraisal Identifying threat cues as goal-irrelevant
(i.e., unimportant)

Cognitive skill learning [483_TD$DIFF]Explicit learning Instructions on training goals and the
relevance of the training procedures to
goals and everyday situations; feedback
on performance during training

Implicit learning Repeated practice of adaptive attention
skills to promote habitual use
(automatisation); feedback on
performance during training

Motivational engagement Variation in training procedures to
reduce boredom and fatigue; for example
varied stimuli and increasing task difficulty
during and across training sessions to
promote positive challenge and effort
The cognitive-motivational framework predicts that ABM training can reduce both abnormal
anxiety and ABs by targeting multiple processes; in particular, automatic threat-hypersensitive
salience evaluation, which influences inhibitory, switching and orienting functions; and goal-
directed cognitive control, which opposes automatic salience-driven influences, and which
supports threat-distractor inhibition, controlled orienting, flexible goal-switching, and goal-
8 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy
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maintenance (Figure 2). Moreover, because multiple cognitive control processes operate in a
unified manner to support goals [41,51], ABM training should promote their coordinated use
during threat-cue exposure.

The framework, together with cognitive skill training research, therefore predicts that ABM
training efficacy would be enhanced by combining several procedural features: (i) selectively
attending and responding to nonthreat targets in the presence of threat cues to promote threat-
distractor inhibition; (ii) explicit goal-setting: for example, specifying goals of learning attention
skills for prioritising positive/calm/task-relevant nonthreat information (i.e., adaptive goal-
directed ABs) while ignoring minor threat cues, and applying them in everyday situations;
(iii) maximising exposure to threat cues (key feature of behavioural treatments for anxiety [67]) to
facilitate habituation and reduce their aversive-motivational salience; (iv) evaluation/appraisal of
threat cues as task-irrelevant (i.e., unimportant) to reduce their salience; (v) goal-directed
orienting towards nonthreat target cues, irrespective of the location of threat cues; (vi) goal
rehearsal: maintaining adaptive attention goals in working memory to support learning and
transfer to other contexts (e.g., verbalising self-instructions to attend to positive/calm informa-
tion); (vii) goal-switching: shifting between adaptive attention goals (e.g., searching for either
positive or neutral information, or both simultaneously) to promote flexibility and oppose
automatic salience-driven switching; (viii) extensive practice of adaptive goal-directed attention
skills in presence of threat cues to encourage automatisation; (ix) feedback during training to
facilitate learning; (x) using training task content relevant to daily life to promote transfer (e.g.,
using naturalistic stimuli, such as diverse everyday nonthreat scenes, as goal-relevant targets);
and (xi) variation in training task content (e.g., task difficulty) to increase engagement with
training.

Key Features of Conventional and Alternative ABM Methods
Lack of consensus regardingwhy conventional ABM threat-avoidance training has inconsistent
effects (discussed earlier) has encouraged the development of various alternative methods
which have preliminary data suggesting efficacy, for example gamified ABM [20], adaptive ABM
[21], card game-based person–identity matching [68], attention feedback awareness and
control training (A-FACT) [18], gaze-contingent music-reward therapy [69], emotional face
visual search training [70–74], and enhanced positive search training [75,76] (Table 2). It is
beyond the scope of this article to describe these in detail, and we therefore focus on key
features.

Each method presents task-irrelevant threat cues (e.g., threat words, angry faces, aversive
scenes) and nonthreat targets (e.g., dot probes, arrows, happy faces, positive/calm scenes),
and requires participants to respond to nonthreat targets. In most ABM training methods,
nonthreat targets are more likely to appear in different locations [508_TD$DIFF]from threat cues, which
encourages attention-orienting away from threat. An exception is A-FACT, which assumes
that anxious individuals have unstable ABs. It uses a visual probe task in which probes are
equally likely to replace threat and nonthreat cues (as in control attention training), and
discourages orienting towards or away from threat by providing feedback (based on response
times to target probes) to encourage stable responding to probes, and to improve cognitive
control over unstable ABs.

Another notable difference between ABM training methods is whether the nonthreat target and
task-irrelevant threat cues appear sequentially or simultaneously. In several methods the
nonthreat target appears after the threat cue has disappeared (conventional ABM threat-
avoidance training, gamified ABM, A-FACT). In other methods the nonthreat targets and threat
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy 9
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Table 2. Some Key Features of ABM Training Methods

ABM training task (type of
task and requirements)

Nonthreat target [484_TD$DIFF]is
likely to appear in a
different location
from the threat cue
(promotes orienting
away from threat)

Nonthreat target and
threat cue appear
simultaneously (pro-
motes threat-dis-
tractor inhibition)

Explicit training goals
(promotes goal-
directed cognitive
control)

Conventional ABM

Conventional ABM threat-
avoidance training (MacLeod
et al. 2002) [4]

Visual probe task: detect
target probes (dots) which
are more likely to appear in a
different location than the
preceding threat cue

U � �

Other ABM methods

Gamified ABM (based on
ABM threat-avoidance
training; Dennis and O’Toole,
2014) [20]

Modified visual probe task:
track the trail (target) which
follows smiling rather than
angry cartoon faces

U � �

Adaptive ABM (Amir et al.
2016) [21]

Spatial-cueing task: detect
target probes which are more
likely to appear in a different
location than threat words,
and in the same location as
positive words

U � U Goal: to reduce
AB to threat, and
increase AB to
positive

Attention feedback
awareness and control
training (A-FACT; Zvielli et al.
2015) [18]

Modified visual probe task:
respond quickly to target dot
probes regardless of whether
the preceding threat cue is in
the same or a different
location

x � U Goal: to reduce
the effect of threat on
attention

Person–identity matching
task (Notebaert et al. 2015)
[68]

Card game-based task
requiring person–identity
matching judgments:
discriminate happy face pairs
(same/different person);
ignore angry faces

U U �

Gaze-contingent music-
reward therapy (Lazarov et al.
2017) [69]

Eye-tracking face arrays:
pleasant music plays when
gazing at neutral faces rather
than disgust faces

U U �

Emotional face visual search
training (Dandeneau et al.
2007) [70]

Visual search of face arrays:
detect smiling faces, ignore
negative faces

U U �

Enhanced positive search
training (adapted from
emotional face visual search
training; Waters et al. 2015)
[75]

Visual search of picture
arrays: detect positive/calm
pictures (diverse naturalistic
scenes); ignore negative/
threat pictures
(plus goal-rehearsal, [485_TD$DIFF]goal-
switching)

U U U Goal: to learn skills
of looking for good
and calm cues

10 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy
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distractors are presented simultaneously (gaze-contingent music-reward therapy, person–
identity matching, emotional face visual search training, enhanced positive search training),
which should promote goal-directed inhibitory attention control and threat-distractor inhibition.

Several ABM trainingmethods explicitly inform participants of the training goals, and this should
also facilitate goal-directed cognitive control (adaptive ABM, A-FACT, enhanced positive
search training). However, goals vary across methods. In A-FACT, the goal is to reduce
ABs in orienting towards or away from threat, and participants are instructed to use feedback
on probe response times to reduce the influence of threat on attention. In adaptive ABM, the
explicit goals are to encourage orienting towards positive and away from threat cues, which
participants repeatedly practice on a probe-based spatial cueing task. In enhanced positive
search training, participants are informed that the goal is to learn adaptive attention skills, such
as ‘look for good’ and ‘look for calm’, which can be used in challenging situations. Training
involves searching for positive and neutral/calm pictures embedded in arrays of negative and
threat-related pictures (Figure 1).

Enhanced positive search training arose from emotional face visual search training which
involves searching for smiling/happy faces in arrays of angry/frowning faces. However, there
are notable differences: enhanced positive search training includes explicit goal-setting (‘look
for good’, ‘look for calm’), goal rehearsal (verbalisation of these goals), goal-switching (search-
ing for either positive or neutral/calm cues, or both simultaneously), diverse nonthreat targets
(everyday objects and scenes), and varied task demands (e.g., variable array sizes, number of
targets). These features were added to enhance engagement with training, acquisition and
retention of attention skills, and transfer to everyday situations [75].

Novel ABM training methods commonly provide feedback to promote learning; for example,
feedback on correct/incorrect responses, response time measures of ABs, or require correct
responses before training advances (gamified ABM, adaptive ABM, person–identity matching,
A-FACT, enhanced positive search training). In gaze-contingent music-reward therapy, pleas-
ant music plays when participants look at neutral, but not negative faces, presented together in
picture arrays. Participants are not explicitly informed of this response–reward contingency, or
of specific training goals, but may deduce them from feedback during training.

Regarding clinical efficacy, only conventional ABM threat-avoidance training has been exten-
sively evaluated in high-anxiety individuals, with disappointing results, as noted earlier. Evi-
dence for the therapeutic efficacy of alternative ABM training methods is limited. Preliminary
nonclinical studies report short-term positive effects (e.g., reduced stress reactivity after single-
session training) with several methods (A-FACT, gamified ABM, person–identity matching,
emotional face visual search training) [18,20,68,70]. Multi-session emotional face visual search
training has mixed effects on nonclinical adolescent anxiety, with problems of poor compliance
possibly owing to insufficient goal engagement [71,73,74]. Clinical studies which evaluate
multi-session ABM training in individuals with anxiety disorders report anxiety reduction
following adaptive ABM (uncontrolled pilot study), gaze-contingent music-reward therapy
(combined with CBT), emotional face visual search training, and enhanced positive search
training [21,69,72,75,76]. Enhanced positive search training was delivered at home to children
with mixed anxiety disorders; therapeutic benefit was related to verbalisation of attention goals
(assessed during training) and was maintained for 6 months post-training [75,76].
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy 11
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Concluding Remarks and Future Research Directions
This brief synopsis of research into anxiety, threat-related attention, and ABM training supports
one of the three recommendations considered earlier: ABM training methods should target
multiple processes underlying anxiety and threat-related ABs (Figure 2). Thus, ABM training
methods, using combined procedures to target these processes (Table 1), which reduce
anxiety in preliminary home-based treatment studies, warrant further evaluation in larger-scale
clinical trials.

ABM training potentially offers a low-cost and easily delivered treatment option, either stand-
alone or alongside other therapies. The nature and severity of anxiety symptoms vary among
anxious individuals and may influence treatment outcome; for example, those with strong
irrational beliefs and severe phobias may require additional intensive interventions such as CBT
and therapist-guided exposure. Both CBT and exposure are thought to be effective by
increasing inhibitory control over aversive salience-driven processing [77,78], and ABM training
may therefore augment their effects by further supporting these processes.

Research into ABs and ABM training is informed by theory and methods from experimental
psychopathology and experimental cognitive psychology. Research goals include identifying
the cognitive processes modified by ABM training and their causal role in anxiety. Several
studies have found that reductions in anxiety and AB measures co-occurred during ABM
training, which is compatible with a causal role of AB in anxiety [5,8,17]. However, this co-
occurrence is not consistently found [7], and conclusions are complicated by methodological
issues (e.g., differing outcome measures, confounding variables, low-quality studies, publica-
tion bias) [9,79]. Moreover, other explanations for co-occurrence are rarely examined, such as
whether ABM training modifies other processes (e.g., inhibitory attention control) which might
underlie changes in anxiety and AB measures [80,81].

In addition, ABM threat-avoidance training studies often use similar tasks to both modify AB
and assess AB change (e.g., probe-based spatial attention tasks are used in both ABM threat-
avoidance training and AB assessment), and it is therefore unclear whether effects of training
transfer to other AB measures or related cognitive functions [7,82]. A few studies have
investigated whether [509_TD$DIFF]ABM threat-avoidance training on visual probe tasks (targeting AB in
threat-related orienting) reduces AB in threat-distractor interference and threat appraisal [83–
87], and whether ABM training on visual search tasks reduces AB in threat-related orienting on
visual probe tasks [72,75]. However, evidence of transfer is limited and inconsistent, and
requires further investigation.

Another controversy concerns the effects of explicit instructions (e.g., information about
training goals and content). It is helpful to distinguish between their effects in one- or two-
session ABM training in nonclinical participants, versus multi-session ABM training in clinically
anxious individuals, because the former may not generalise to the latter [87]. Nonclinical studies
suggest that combining ABM threat-avoidance training with explicit instructions enhances AB
change, and has variable effects on stress-reactivity measures [87–90]. Clinical studies of
individuals with anxiety disorders suggest therapeutic benefit of combining differing ABM
training methods with explicit goal-directed instructions (e.g., informing participants that
training goals include learning skills of attending preferentially to positive/calm/task-relevant
nonthreat information rather than to irrelevant minor threats, for use in stressful situations)
[21,75,76]. Hence, this procedural variable warrants further study.
12 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy
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Outstanding Questions
Which ingredients of ABM training are
effective in reducing anxiety (e.g.,
responding to nonthreat targets
embedded among threat-distractors,
orienting towards nonthreat cues and
away from threat, awareness of train-
ing goals and relevance to everyday
situations)? Is it more effective for
ABM training to use combined proce-
dures, which target multiple processes
(Table 1), rather than using one proce-
dure that targets a specific manifesta-
tion of AB?

Does the therapeutic effect of ABM
training depend on the type of anxiety
disorder (e.g., generalised distress
versus fear disorders) and threat
severity? For example, might ABM
training procedures, which promote
goal prioritisation of nonthreat informa-
tion and inhibition of processing minor
threat cues (e.g., threat images and
words), be more helpful for generalised
anxiety than for severe phobic anxiety
triggered by highly feared stimuli?

Are there multiple separate causes of
imbalance between salience-driven
and goal-directed cognitive control
processes, which may differ across
anxious individuals, and result in
abnormal anxiety and variable ABs
(e.g., threat-hypersensitive automatic
salience evaluation, overactive
salience-driven switching, inadequate
inhibitory attention control, dysfunc-
tional reason-based appraisal)?

What are the similarities and differen-
ces between the effects of ABM train-
ing and other anxiety treatments (e.g.,
CBT, exposure, medication) on cogni-
tive variables identified in the frame-
work (e.g., threat salience evaluation,
goal-directed inhibitory attention con-
trol, automatic orienting to threat)?

Does a similar conceptual framework
apply to reward-related psychopathol-
ogies such as drug addiction and over-
eating: in other words, do these
disorders emerge from imbalance
between automatic reward-salience
evaluation and goal-directed cognitive
control processes? If so, might ABM
training methods that similarly com-
bine multiple goal-directed training
procedures (Table 1) be useful in treat-
ing those disorders?
In sum, there is continuing debate about the processes underlying anxiety, threat-related ABs,
and ABM training; the effectiveness of differing ABM training methods (e.g., variants of visual
probe, spatial cueing, visual search, card game-based tasks); and their active constituent
procedures (Tables 1,2). ABM training research may advance by (i) assessing differing man-
ifestations of ABs (initial orienting, attention maintenance, threat avoidance, threat-distractor
interference, AB variability); (ii) assessing other cognitive variables in the framework, for example
general inhibitory attention control, threat evaluation/appraisal, and switching [26,44,45,52,80–
82,85,91–97]; and (iii) testing theory-driven predictions regarding effective training procedures
(see Outstanding Questions).

AB assessment methods include visual probe, spatial cueing, modified Stroop, flanker, and
visual search tasks [6,7,12,19,35,53–55,86,98–100]. One research challenge is the limited
reliability of AB indices derived from manual response times, which may reflect measurement
problems and the variability of anxiety-related ABs, as discussed earlier [19,56–58,98]. Thus,
there is a need [510_TD$DIFF]to use more sophisticated methods which may prove to be more sensitive and
reliable than manual response-time measures such as eye-tracking and neural indices of
threat-related orienting, attention maintenance, and threat-distractor inhibition [e.g., free-view-
ing eye-tracking, antisaccade, N2pc (N2 posterior contralateral), SPCN (sustained posterior
contralateral negativity), or fMRI; assessed during visual probe and other attention tasks]
[53,92,101–111].

This article has focused on cognitive processes underlying anxiety, ABs, and ABM training. This
cognitive perspective is complemented by neuroimaging studies of neural correlates of threat
processing in anxiety. Such research links anxiety with dysfunctional interactions among
multiple brain regions, including the salience network (supporting automatic threat evalua-
tion/detection, and spanning amygdala/insula/frontal regions) and executive control network
(supporting goal-directed activity, and spanning frontal/parietal regions) [110–115]. Research
investigating the effects of ABM training on neural functioning in anxiety is in its infancy, and
implicates regions involved in threat salience evaluation, attention, and cognitive control (e.g.,
amygdala, insula, frontal regions) [110]. Dysfunctional connections between these regions may
influence treatment outcome [109,110].

A promising development is use of network-based methods to examine neural processes
underlying emotion–cognition relationships and psychopathology [116–118]. This may eluci-
date how anxiety and threat-related ABs are supported by reciprocal interactions between
large-scale brain networks, such as the salience and executive control networks, and their
highly interconnected core components, for example amygdala and insula, that are implicated
in automatic threat salience evaluation and salience-driven switching [48,109,110,112–119].

Moreover, network-based methods may clarify, at a cognitive-behavioural level of analysis,
relationships among anxiety symptoms, threat-related ABs, and associated cognitive pro-
cesses (e.g., salience evaluation, inhibition, alerting, orienting, switching) [120,121]. Anxiety
and ABs may emerge from an imbalance between threat salience evaluation and cognitive
control processes, described at both cognitive and neural network levels [115,118–121]. Thus,
abnormal anxiety may be reduced by interventions that promote adaptive balanced functioning
within the cognitive system as a whole, for example by strengthening goal-directed cognitive
control to inhibit threat-hypersensitive salience-driven influences on information processing.
Network-based methods may reveal complex relationships between core anxiety symptoms,
cognitive and neural variables (‘nodes’) in multi-level networks, the stability of such relationships
over time, and their modification by interventions such as ABM training [120–122]. Thus,
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network approaches may complement conventional methods in experimental psychopathol-
ogy to clarify the cognitive mechanisms underlying anxiety and facilitate development of
effective treatment options for anxiety disorders.
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